GROW
WITH YOUR
CUSTOMERS
To achieve sustained
growth in today's era
of relevance, companies
need to become Living
Businesses—they need
to constantly adapt
around the evolving
needs of their customers.
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64%

in potential revenue, in the
US alone, is lost by companies
not being relevant enough.

of customer
brand switches
are driven by a
lack of relevance.

Understand
your customers
Living Businesses are more than relevant;
they're hyper-relevant.
Through interconnected systems, a Living Business can continuously evolve
to meet customer demands, always striving to create richer human experiences.

It is the restaurant
chain that knows your
order before you do.

Or the retailer that tailors
your look without you
stepping foot in a store.

7 out of 10

90%

executives say traditional
approaches to growth are
becoming increasingly
irrelevant.

of executives representing high
performing organizations agree
relevant and dynamic experiences
shape customer expectations.

Grow all out
Customer loyalty is now
more volatile, making
growth elusive and
harder to come by.
If you don't move with your customers
and deliver innovations that are truly
responsive, you'll lose them.

52%
of Fortune 500 companies from
the year 2000 no longer exist.

Getting to relevance
Being a Living Business means going all
out for your customers, putting their needs
at the heart of everything you do.
By embracing the latest technology, you can deliver more hyper-relevant
experiences to customers and employees—experiences driven by data
that give life to truly responsive innovations. Our research identifies
the five keys to becoming a Living Business:
Target new opportunities through
disruptive growth initiatives

Scale with partners through
ecosystem alliances

Design for customers through
hyper-relevant platforms

Rewire your culture with
a customer-first mindset

Build engagement through
intelligent marketing

No time to waste
Having a distinguished track record no
longer cuts it in today’s climate. It's why
Living Businesses focus on finding a new
edge before their current one fades.

Living Businesses are

50%

more prepared to
fend off disruption.

x3

more likely to achieve
sustained growth.

Are you ready to breathe new life into your
business and become a Living Business?
www.accenture.com/livingbusiness
#LivingBusiness
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